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Project STAIR is a model demonstrating the
effectiveness of a system of instructional practices
for supporting the algebra-readiness of middle
school students at-risk for and identified with
specific learning disabilities in mathematics.

Primary Research Question
What is the impact of DBI and assessments on
instructional practices for supporting the algebrareadiness of middle school students (i.e., 6th, 7th,
8th) at-risk and identified with specific learning
disabilities in mathematics?
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Two schools in Missouri: one mid-sized suburban, one mid-sized urban ● General education teachers (n = 13) ● 6th – 8th grade students with and without IEPs (n = 35)

Implementation Barriers à Possible Solutions
• Pre-test screening = 2 total hours
• Students experienced fatigue
• Required multiple trips to the school

• Plan for a longer pre-testing window
• Consider assessments more conducive to the time allotted

• Online CBM platform had multiple bugs
• Teachers invested time troubleshooting
• CBM data collection was affected

• Consider non-electronic options for all CBM delivery
• Plan for a backup system of CBM data collection if an online
platform experiences difficulties

• Classroom observation form had 32 items
• Items in two categories were rarely observed
(see below)

• Include strategy-specific sections aligned with study
• Consider narrowing items
• Reexamine the purpose of observation (e.g., what teachers
are currently doing v. what we want them to be doing)

Key Components
• Three day-long professional development
sessions
• Bi-monthly face-to-face coaching
• Bi-monthly virtual coaching (e.g., Zoom)
• Classroom observations
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Classroom observation form adapted from Ketterlin-Geller (2014), Powell (n.d.), and Ratings of Classroom Management and Instructional Support (2009–2010). Form was pilot tested
in spring 2018, before the beginning of the study.

Next Steps: Refine the model, analyze Year 1 teacher and student data, plan
for RCT next year in four middle schools across two states

